
Sally Strand
 WS12 One Day Workshop

 “Finish Line”
 Friday, June 24

NOTE FOR ALL IAPS WORKSHOPS: You must bring your own portable easel, and a board to 
support your paper. The room will be set with chairs which can be moved around to suit your preference. 
You can stand at an easel and use the table for your supplies, or you can bring a table easel and sit to 
work. A bottle of Rubbing Alcohol will be provided for the students' use. IMPORTANT: Please 
bring a plastic or cloth sheet to place under your easel, or table, to protect the hotel's carpet.

Sally Strand's SUGGESTED MATERIALS LIST:

PASTELS

Full color range or set of pastels; at least a 90 stick set
You might need to add a few good darks since most sets have a lot of middle values.
If possible, a variety of some hard and soft pastels

PAPER for exercises
Pastel paper for short exercises: Small to moderate sizes, 6” x 8”; 8” x 10”; 11 x 14” i.e. Art 
Spectrum, UART 400/600, etc. One sheet can be taped off into smaller sections for exercises. 

MISCELLANEOUS
Sticks of soft vine charcoal for blocking in
Clips or masking or white Artist’s tape to hold paper to the board if paper is not already mounted 
and for taping off smaller areas for exercises. Sketch book
2B or softer (i.e. 4B, 6B) pencils and eraser

UNDERPAINTING
If you wish to underpaint using paint, bring the following:
Inexpensive brushes to lay in paint washes, i.e., 1-2” (thin) house painting brush or old bristle 
brushes. Sanded pastel papers can wear down good brushes.
Mixing palette or plate
Water can
Watercolor or acrylic assortment, i.e., alizarin crimson, burnt umber or burnt sienna, yellow 
ochre, cadmium yellow, ultramarine blue, ivory black
Optional: you may choose to block in initial shapes with hard pastels and dissolve the pastel 
strokes with an alcohol-based product such as rubbing alcohol. Bring a brush and a small jar or 
container to hold the alcohol. 

PAINTINGS AND PHOTO REFERENCES
Sally will demonstrate on a partially completed still life painting with lights and shadows 
previously blocked in as well as mid-to-late-stage painting exercises for you to try at intervals 
throughout the day. A still life set-up for a few participants to paint from life will be available. 
Due to size limitations of the workroom, you will be painting primarily from digital photographs 
of the still life sent to you in advance.
Optional: iPad or laptop computer for images.

For questions on these supplies, please email Sally at: info@sallystrand.com




